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ABSTRACT 
This report is based on an ongoing study about Interactive Learning System for E-
commerce, Technopreneurship. As the knowledge and information is increasingly being 
published or converted into a digital form, one of the greatest challenges is designing 
systems that enable users to fmd what they need. This is because, today, people are to busy 
and so they have limited time to go to the library to find the desired books about e-
commerce and technopreneurship. The project proposed is to build a new enhanced system 
that would help users, including academic institutions. In developing this system, the tools 
that will be involved include adopting Open Source technology and Knowledge 
Management technology. Along the project timeline, various study and research must be 
made to ensure the successful of this project. This includes the study of using the software 
that will be used which are; Macromedia Flash, mySQL and PHP. Still, a few other 
elements need to be considering in this system to ensure that it provides the fullest 
functions. Therefore, the project is basically tries to enhance the features and functions of 
the existing e"commerce advice web site. The main focus in this project is that the web site 
will have a search engine to let the users look for their favorite topics, to let the user have 
another choice for building the database. The learning system will provide a few question 
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1.1 Background Of Study 
CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
In Malaysia, Technopreneur development programmes should be introduced to 
sharpen business skills and marketing savvy; although competition is healthy, it 
should be done [9]. E-Learning has become a part of the educational environment to 
such extent that nobody doubts its significance anymore. It becomes a necessity for 
Malaysian education institution. Based on the article posted m 
http://www.leamframe.com, according to Cisco Systems in 2005, E•Learning is 
internet -enabled learning. E-Learning provides fuster learning at reduced costs, 
increased access to learning, and clear accountability for all participants in the 
learning process. In today's fast-paced culture, organizations that implement e-
Learning provide their work force with the ability to tum change into an advantage 
[8]. A learning program will need the power of technology to overcome the 
limitations of time, distance and resources. People learn in many different ways and 
at different times. To support these different learning needs, we will need different e-
learning delivery methods 
However, due to physical and time factor, traditional learning system is unreliable. 
Users had not the convenient to sit and discuss with one another. Therefore, in a 
global and borderless world with networking capabilities, an online learning system 
is hoped to address all the issues that surround the traditional system. The study will 
not focused on ways to develop the traditional system, but more on enhancing the 
traditional system by bringing it online. An educational organization, such as 
universities or any higher learning institutions often practices such system in order to 
help students. This system was developed in order to help difficult technopreneur to 
excel in their knowledge. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2.1 Problem Identification. 
The inspiration of the system came from the problem currently faced by 
tecbnopreneur and many students. The problem that rises is that lack of 
tecbnopreneur information available in the Internet. Besides, there are too many 
issues involved such as the relevancy of the information provided. 
1.2.2 The development process. 
Most of the systems for interactive learning were custom made by any software 
company. Furthermore, there are a lot of interactive learning systems available in the 
market. Some solution in the market usually too detail and it will result with unused 
functions. Besides, there's no Tecbnopreneur knowledge portal available in the 
Internet. 
1.2.3 Lack of interactivity element in the web site. 
Most of the web site lack ofinteractivity. These interactivity elements include: 
E-commerce 
• Provide network storage solution for the web site. It allows user access real-time 
web site information, including updates, which improves communications 
between users. 
• Provide the tools and knowledge necessary to help train users to reach the 
information. 
• Allow users to interact with real-time. Learning tools conveyed visually, not just 
in words, creating an environment in which specific technique can be 
demonstrated. 
Navigation Link Effects 
• The link is really what empowered the web as a medium. The capability to move 
from page to page and site to site baJ;eg on choice created the opportunity for 
websites to get noticed, which, in turn, allowed the web to grow so quickly. 
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• With text styles, link styles are by far the most common use of CSS to date. At 
this point, styling links with CSS remains one of the most widespread 
applications of the technology. 
• Stlveral stattls for links that artl considered standard for ali browsers: 
o Link- the link state is the state of the link before being activated. 
o Visited:c::c the visited state occurs after the link has been visited. 
o Hover- Hovering is the state of the link as you hover the mouse pointer 
over the link. 
o Active- the active state occurs as you are clicking on the link to activate 
it. 
• Flash is a multimedia graphics program especially for use on the Web. It enables 
to create interactive "movies" on the Web, 
• Flash uses vector graphics, which means that the graphics can be scaled to any 
size without losing clarity/quality. It does not require programming skills and is 
easy to learn. 
• Animated images and Java applets are often used to create dynamic effects on 
Web pages. The advantages of Flash is that it loads much faster than animated 
unages 
• It allows interactivity, and does not require progranuning skills. 
Music 
• Music can be added to pages with the <embed> tag adding music to WebPages, 
Sometimes it can be problematic, because some browsers need additional plug-in 
and sometimes browsers cannot play the sound file if the embed tag is in a table. 
• The next stage is wondering why the webpage with the new lOMB mp3 takes so 
long to load and the mp3 plays a small chunk of the song followed by silence 
followed by another small chunk of music then silence again and so on, and still 
the page has not loaded. 
• The reason it takes to long to load on the page as it did to download from the 
web, is because the file size of the page also has to be downloaded by the user. 
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1.3 Objective ofthe Project 
Among the objectives are: 
1.3.3 To develop interactive learning tools fore-commerce, technopreneurship 
that can be applied in education sector. 
Enhance by the use of interactive multimedia, learning management systems for 
delivering instruction and tracking learner results and other key training related data. 
Interactive learning is about a new blend of resources, interactivity, performance 
support and structured learning activities. The main concern is to study systems that 
already exist. Besides the designing, part of the system was also build up based on 
integrating existing solution. 
1.3.2 To ensure that it provides the fullest functions. 
Must make sure that all the features and function available operating in good 
condition so that, it will ease the user. All the navigation and the interface that 
designed are according to the format. The old and traditional system that were time 
consuming will be replace by an easy to use online-based system, which can further 
help the communication between all the parties involve. 
1.3.3 To review data in the system. 
All data must be organize and manageable into a database. Open Source database 
(MySQL) will be used to save all data. To review the data in the system, users will 
have to log in into it. For example, we use PHP to logging user and generating 
forms. PHP is an open source solution. We could download the PHP source from 
various in the internet such as PHP.net. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
The objective of developing this project is to design an interactive system which is 
comprehensive and effective for users by applying Flash, PHP and JAVA. Focus on 
studying the use of e-commerce in an administrating system for interactive web-based 
application. This includes: 
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1.4.1 Relevancy of Study 
The study is match to Information Systems (IS) field because it is concentrates with 
system development. The study will start with understanding the concept of 
interactivity in a system the processes and analysis the level of strength of other 
learning tools system which mostly is web•based system. Then the study continues 
with the analyzing requirement and designing the solution. Finally, the study is about 
doing the progranuning and coding. The study allows IS student to improve their 
programming skills in many different languages and allows students to apply the real 
situation in developing software. 
1.4.2 Feasibility Study 
The project is scheduled to finish within one year. By using the study on existing 
system and doing a little enhancement, the goal may be accomplish since the system 
development could be evaluate at each phase. The project cost is only cover the tool 
used during development and supported software. The knowledge on programming 
language which is PHP is required to finish this project. 
1.4.3 The open source database to save all data. 
In this project, a web-based system will be developed to assist the existing system. 
The system will be purely developed using Open Source technology, which consists 
of Open Source web progranuning language (PHP), Open Source database 
(MySQL), and also Open Source Web Server (Apache). The relevance of using 
Open Source technologies is to minimize the development cost and also minimize 
the adoption cost when the system completed soon. 
Web-based system is known to be easily developed and can also be scalable. The 
project also has the aim to prove that Open Source and web•based driven system can 
be a powerful tool in executing everyday works. What's more, web-based system 





The objectives of the study are to develop a system that suit with the user's 
requirements. Therefore, the study about how to gather the topics and information 
needs to be undertaken. Other than that, a study on how to make the system will be 
interacting also needs to be done since the system will be developed using open 
source and get the essential information to be stored in the system's database. 
The aim of this literature review is to help defme the nature of interactive learning 
tools for e•commerce, technopreneurship and at the same time explain the 
importance of creating a new and improved way in conducting the system. Various 
resources and papers is cited and used in the preparation of this literature review. 
2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages oflnteractive Learning. 
This system is about interactive learning, which referring to the way it interact with 
the users needs. This system is participating with the education requirements so, here 
are some advantages and disadvantages of Interactive learning. 
The first advantages of interactive learning are it is entertaining and interactive 
rather than passive. Second, sound, music, visuals, movement and talking 
encourages the user to participate in the learning process and stay with the program 
once they've started it. 
Third, multisensory input provides more opportunities for engagement, interest, 
motivation, and retention. Lastly, the web allows us to overcome the limits of time. 
The time independent nature of web materials allows anyone to have access to 
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materials whenever they are needed and from anywhere. [1] User can access the web 
site anytime and anywhere. 
Other possible disadvantages of interactive learning include, first, many new users 
fear technology. Second, technology breakdowns can be disruptive and usually 
require experts to repair. Third, initial hardware, software, and online connection 
costs can be high. And lastly, equipment rapidly becomes outdated. [2] User had to 
spend a lot of money on new items. 
So in conclusion, interactive features can be add in web site using outside, remotely 
hosted services or we can host the scripts yourself. We also have the choice of 
writing our own scripts or obtaining them from a script library. In any event, all of 
these features will give our visitors a way to interact, thus increasing the chances that 
they will recommend our site and return themselves. [3] Example of script that can 
be used is Open Source technology, which consists of Open Source web 
programming language (PHP), Open Source database (MySQL), and also Open 
Source Web Server (Apache). 
2.2 Interactive Learning Natnre in Educational Organizations 
Learning is a social activity. Interaction and discussion in a group always enhances 
individual learning. With online learning applications, learners can communicate, 
interact, and discuss with several other learners in different parts of the world with 
the use of chat rooms, discussion forums etc. Through online communities and 
networks and not just through content; it ensures powerful and enduring learning 
capabilities building both individuals and communities. [ 5] By the use of interactive, 
interesting and informative web site can be develop. 
Importance of interactive learning has been increasing in the field of education. The 
interactive learning is collaborative learning curriculum of students and teachers that 
is consisted of off-campus shared task achievements (on-site training) and on-
campus researches (research training).[4] User didn't have to have a specific place to 
search for these information. 
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2.3 Web-Based E-Learning Environments 
There are a variety of technologies and products that fall under the category of Web 
based e•learning. This section will first discuss the learning theories and instructional 
design techniques that serve as the basis for e-learning. It will then describe the 
different categories of e•learning and describe the Web•based tools for creating and 
delivering an e-learning experience. 
LMS 
LCMS 
Virtual Classroom Tools 
Deliver 


















Figure 1: is a representation of a Web-based e-learning environment that illustrates 




A synchronous learning environment is one in which an instructor teaches a 
somewhat traditional class but the instructor and students are online simultaneously 
and communicate directly with each other. Software tools for synchronous e•learning 
include audio conferencing, video conferencing, and virtual whiteboards that enable 
both instructors and students to share knowledge. 
Asynchronous: 
In an asynchronous learning environment, the instructor only interacts with the 
student intermittently and not in real time. Asynchronous learning is supported by 
such technologies as online discussion groups, email, and online courses. 
There are four general types of asynchronous e-learning [7]: 
• Traditional Asynchronous E-Learning: 
Traditional asynchronous e"learning courses focus on achieving explicit and limited 
learning objectives by presenting information to the learner and assessing the 
retention of that information by the student through tests. This type of e•learning is 
based on behaviorist--cognitivist learning theories and is sometimes called "page-
turner" because of its cuhandedried approach. 
• Scenario-Based E-Learning: 
Scenario•based e•learning focuses more on assisting the learner to learn the proper 
responses to specifically defined behaviors. An example might be training a 
salesperson about how to react to a customer with a complaint. A scenario is 
presented and the student is asked to select from a limited set of optional responses. 
• Simulation-Based E-Learning: 
Simulation•based e•learning differs from scenario•based e•learning in that a broader 
reality is created in which the student is immersed. The student interacts with this 
environment to solve problems. There are usually many different behavioral paths 
that can be successful. [7] [ 6]. This type of e-learning is based on constructivist 
learning theories. 
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• Game-Based E-Learning: 
Games are similar to simulations except that the reality is artificial and not meant to 
be an exact representation of the real world. Most game-based e-learning today is 
limited to simple games that teach particular skills. However, the use of more 
complex, massively multiplayer game techniques and technology for game-based e-
learning is being investigated [5]. 
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3.1 The Spiral Model 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to develop the system within a set of time, the fast approach needs to be carried out. 
There are many examples of current software development models, but approaches that 
suitable for finishing a system within a limited time would be spiral model. 
The spiral model is the best model to refer to in this project. It breaks the project up into 
mini-projects, each addressing one or more major risks. After major risks have been 
addressed, the spiral model terminates as a waterfall model. 
Plan: In this phase, the objectives, alternatives and constraints of the project are determined 
and are documented. The objectives and other speCifications are fixed iii order to deCide 
which strategies/approaches to follow during the project life cycle. 
Risk Analysis: This phase is the most important part of "Spiral Model". In this phase all 
possible (and available) alternatives, which can help in developing a cost effective project 
are analyzed and strategies are decided to use them. This phase has been added specially in 
order to identifY and resolve all the possible risks in the project development. If risks 
indicate any kind of uncertainty in requirements, prototyping may be used to proceed with 
the available data and find out possible solution in order to deal with the potential changes 
in the requirements. 
Engineering: In this phase, the actual development of the project is carried out. The output 
of this phase is passed through all the phases iteratively in order to obtain improvements in 
the same. 
Customer Evaluation: In this phase, developed product is passed on to the customer in 
order to receive customer's comments and suggestions which can help in identifYing and 
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resolving potential problems/errors in the software developed. This phase is very much 
similar to TESTING phase. 
The process progresses in spiral sense to indicate iterative path followed, progressively more 
complete software is built as we go on iterating through all four phases. The first iteration in 
this model is considered to be most important, as in the first iteration almost all possible risk 
factors, constraints, requirements are identified and in the next iterations all known 
strategies are used to bring up a complete software system. 
However, as every system has its own pros and cons, "The Spiral Model" does have its pros 
and cons too. As this model is developed to overcome the disadvantages of the "Waterfall 
Model", to follow "Spiral Model", highly skilled people in the area of planning, risk analysis 
and mitigation, development, customer relation etc. are required. This along with the fact 




Figure 2: The Spiral Model 
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The process of understanding the nature of PHP keeps moving while all the phases of 
activities take place. All the phase involves 4 steps which are Planning, Analysis, Design 
and Implementation. In Step 1-Planning, the elements that should be consider is how to 
make the objective works out. In Step 2·Analysis, is about analyzing the possible risk or 
error that could happen. In Step 3-Design, is working with codes according to the flow. 
Finally, Step 4dmplementation is to put the coding to live as to see the result whether the 
codes works or not. If not, planning to rework the idea must be done properly to ensure that 
all the activities could be done in the specified time. 
Spiral iterations involve six steps: 
• Determine objectives, alternatives and constraints. 
• Identify 1111d resolve risks. 
• Evaluate alternatives. 
• Develop the deliverables for that iteration and verify that they are correct. 
• Plan the next iteration. 
• Commit to an approach for the next iteration. 
There are 4 phases involve in the development of this project. Each phase has its own 
activities according to the Spiral model. 
Phase 1: To develop search engine 
• Planning : Search for similar event for und€rstanding 
o Sketching 
• Analysis : Analyse if the plan could fit into the system 
o Analysing the possible risk or problem 
• Design: Work with the codes 
• Implementation : Put the codes to work 
o If the result is good, proceed with the next phase. 
o Otherwise, do some rework. 
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Phase 2: To create an interactive interface. 
• Planning: Studying th~ ~xisting system's int~rface 
o Search for similar event for understanding 
o Sketching 
• Analysis : Analyse if the plan could fit into the system 
o Analysing the possible risk or problem 
• Design: Work with the codes 
• Impl~mentation : Put the cod~s to work 
o If the result is good, proceed with the next phase. 
o Otherwise, do some rework. 
Phase 3: To allow the data to be saved and deployed in the system. 
• Planning : Studying how data in th~ ~xisting syst~m is stored 
Search for similar event for understanding 
o Sketching 
• Analysis : Analyse if the plan could fit into the system 
o Analysing the possible risk or problem 
• Design: Work with the codes 
• Impl~mentation : Put the cod~s to work 
o If the result is good, proceed with the next phase. 
o Otherwise, do some rework. 
Phase 4: To rebuild the database in open-source 
• Planning : Und~rstanding th~ conc~pt 
o Search for similar event for understanding 
o Sketching 
• Analysis : Analyse if the plan could fit into the system 
o Analysing the possible risk or problem 
• Design : Work with the codes 
• Implementation : Put the codes to work 
o If the result is good, proceed with the next phase. 
o Otherwise, do some rework. 
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3.2 Software and Tools for Development. 
Followed is the list of selected tools that will be use during the development process. 
Table 1: List of Software and Tools for Development 
Software/Tools Description 
Macromedia Flash 8 (2005) Tools to be used for developing system 
interface. 
phpMyAdmin Software that creates and provides 
database fer the system. 
Adobe Photoshop CS2 with Adobe Tools to be used for developing system 
ImageReady interface. 
Drearnweaver 8.0 Tools to be used for interface design and 
programming code. 
3.2.1 Macromedia Flash 8 (2005) 
Is the most significant upgrade to Flash since Flash 5. The Flash files, traditionally 
called "Flash movies" or "Flash games", have a .swf file extension and may be an 
object of a web page, strictly "played" in a standalone Flash Player, or incorporated 
into a Projector, a self•executing Flash movie with the .exe extension in Windows. 
Flash Video files have a .flv file extension and are utilized from within .swf files. 
3.2.3 phpMy Admin 
The tool known as phpMyAdmin is a tool written in PHP intended to handle the 
administration ofMySQL over the Internet. Currently, phpMyA.dmin can create and 
drop databases, create, drop or alter tables, delete, edit or add fields, execute any 
SQL statement, and manage keys on fields. It is an Open Source project develops by 
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the phpMyAdmin team. Because of the nature that the application is develop using 
PHP scripting, the application is surely platform•independent, in which it can be 
install on any type of operating system, provided a web server is present. Another 
advantage of phpMyAdmin is that it allows you to easily transfer or backup a 
database from one server to another. Furthermore, being a web-based MySQL 
administration tool, phpMyAdmin ensure you that administrable process ofMySQL 
can be done remotely, anytime, anywhere, regardless what platform are you on. 
3.2.3 Adobe Photoshop CS2 with Adobe ImageReady 
Adobe Photoshop is a graphics editor developed and published by Adobe Systems, 
with the latest version being v9.0 or known as Adobe Photoshop CS2, a second 
version under the Creative Suite (CS) package. Photoshop is the leading industry 
standard for professional photo editing, graphic design, and digital imaging. of 
Photoshop offers more non-destructive ways working than any other photo editor. 
Although the application was primarily designed to edit images for paper-based 
printing, Photoshop is used increasingly to produce images for the World Wide Web. 
Recent versions bundle a related application, Adobe ImageReady, to provide a more 
specialized set of tools for this purpose. Because of this Adobe Photoshop with 
ImageReady is the perfect tool in developing user interface and graphical elements 
for web-based system. 
3.2.4 Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 (2005) 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 is a professional HTML editor for designing, coding, 
and developing websites, web pages, and web applications. Whether we enjoy the 
control of hand•coding HTML, or prefer to work in a visual editing environment, 
Dreamweaver provides us with helpful tools to enhance our web creation experience. 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 includes a variety of resources to help us learn the 
program quickly and become proficient in creating our own web pages. 
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3.3 System Requirements 
During development, the software and tools is used in order to develop the system. 
Here are the requirement that is set for system testing and implementation. 
Table 2: List of System Requirements 
Device/Software/Tools Requirements 
Operating System Windows XP Pro Service Pack 2 
Processor Pentium 4, 2.6 GHz 
Disk Space 120GB 
Memory 512MBofRAM 
Peripherals Mouse, Keyboard, Printer 
Network Fast Ethernet Adapter 
Database PHPMyAdmin 
3.4 System Development Schedule 
The system was assigned to be completely finished within one year or two semesters 
time period. For the first semester, the requirements need to be defined, system 
needs to be designed and first prototype would be developed. 
In second semesters, it is all about prototype refinement until the prototype become 
as a complete system for final presentation (see Appendix A). 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The results and discussions for the project focused more on getting the user's 
feedback regarding the usability and interactivity of the existing system. 
Evaluation of the product is conducted among selected UTP students to gain a 
general overview whether the enhancement of the system is necessary or not and 
to identify which part of the system that should be improve. 
4.1 Subject 
A total of 10 participants have been selected for the survey. 7 of the participants 
are female and another 3 is male. All participants do not have any experiences of 
using this type of application and thus the participants. The participants are 
Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS students which come from different programs, 
background, age and preferences. 
4.2 Method 
The method used to determine the usability and interactivity of the application 
was done through questionnaires. Before the questionnaires are distributed, the 
respondents were briefly explained on the objective and purpose of the project. 
This is important as the participants might not understand the significant of the 
project and how important of their feedback to the success of the project. 
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4.3 Procedure 
Before the evaluation started, the procedures involve have been clearly explained 
to the respondents. Basically, the respondents need to evaluate on the Interactive 
Learning System in general according to several criteria that have defined in the 
questionnaires. The participants need to rank each questionnaire according to 
range 1 to 5. 1 is to indicate the lowest mark and 5 is to indicate the highest mark 
of the application. 
The evaluation criteria are based on the usability, interactivity and efficiency of 
the application. The detail of the criteria is as listed below: 
• Effectiveness ofthe application 
• Ease of interaction 
• User Interface Importance 
The data collected from the questionnaires is then calculated and tabulated into 
chart and histogram for better visualization and interpretation. 
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4.4 Result from the survey. 
4.4.1 Effectiveness of the application 
Effectiveness of the Application 
u effi::di..e, 
1\/bderate, 1 go/o 
Effec:tiw, 45% 
Very 
U effi::diw, 0% 
Very Effediw, 
30% I~ ~~Brediw 
• Effedi\e 
I 0 1\/bderate 
I o u effi::di..e 
~~-~EliY_l! effedi~ej 
Figure 3: Effectiveness of the application towards the user 
The first attribute of the evaluation is regarding the effectiveness of the interface 
for the Interactive Learning System. The interfaces include the interactive 
representation interfaces for the main page frameset. From the evaluation 
session, the highest percentage of the respondents thought the application is 
Effective and said that a lot of things could be done to enhance the effectiveness 
of the application. On the other hand, 4% of the respondents thought that the 
application is Not Effective. This is due to their opinion that for a person new to 
such technology, it takes some time to get along with. 
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4.4.2 Ease of interaction 
Ease of lntetaction 
Vfir/ 1-9-d, 15% Vfir/ Easy, 0% Easy, 14% 
I:::},.,Yl 
o Mx:leral:e 
0 l-ard ~':'~_l-ard j 
Figure 4: Ease of interaction within the application 
The second attribute of evaluation is the ease of interaction in Interactive 
Learning System. This attribute represent the walkthrough inside the exhibition 
room, the use of text highlighting in interactive representation design, the use of 
interactive representation, interactive button, interactive representation product 
manipulation (zoom, move, rotate, color change, The result in Figure 4 shows 
that 55% of the respondents thought that the interaction of the application is Hard 
mostly caused by the performance of the application and difficulties to view the 
intended. 
4.5.1 Discussions 
From the research and analysis that have been done, a system that will replace 
the existing system may and will be developed. The problem and cause for the 
weakness will be developed through a process, where user opinion will be use. 
From the results gained for every criterion, it can be conclude that most 
respondents welcomed the new technology even though some of them found that 
it is hard to cope with especially to those who have zero-knowledge on 
computing skills. In general, the respondents believed that such application is 
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effective because it allows the user to examine the product closely in different 
angles rather than the typical website. 
4.5.1 User Interface Importance 
When developing an online system that interacts with the user, a system 
developer must take into consideration the literate level of a user with the system 
itself. The system must be developed using an easy to use interface, probably 
based on an existing online system that had been used by almost anyone. The 
interactivity elements are the key element of the user interface. 
4.6 System background 
This system is basically to ease user about the new topics related in e-commerce and 
teclmoprenenrship. The system basically focus on two main functions which are 
inserting the information or detail by creating a new request and also searching the 
saved documents by entering some key words. 
There are two category of user that could access the system: 
• Administrator - can control the system, database, users and all main 
functions 
• Users - allow accessing all main functions except 'Administration'. 
All users must be registered (sign in) to become a member, however others also can 
views the system without sign in. Both administrator and users will also run the 
system but the administrator has more access and responsibilities towards the system 
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4. 7 System Functionalities 
4. 7.1 Interface Design 
The process of designing the interfaces of this application is stated from 
scratch. It is designed corresponded with the flow of application and modules 
or features provided in the application. 
In the main page - for the user interface, the system is designed simple and 
attractive pages for the used of the system's users. All pages are sharing the 
same file for the appearance; colors, font and other properties. The used of 
Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) for the user interface save a lot of time by 
avoiding duplication while developing the web-based system. Besides, the 
appearance of the system is easy to maintain and can be simply changed in 
the future in only one place. 
o--. 't;l_~,~~-~ --
Flo "..I;;• Go gk'G• 
,v ,, X 
Figure 5: The user interface of the system. 
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Figure 6: Login Menu. 
Interface of login is the initial interface of the application (see Figure 6). In order for 
user to successfully login, they need to perform user sign up by clicking sign up link. 
They need to fill up a simple form and registered usemame; password, e-mail and 
click the "Sign up" button (see Figure 7). The success status will be appeared. 
@, .. rrn~~~.,.--.;_ 
flo .. ..,-"~ Co~J.:c~ 
Figure 7: Sign up form. 
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Figure 8: Search Menu. 
The default search menus are provided in the main page (see Figure 8). User can 
select to search by keyword, title, author or categories. After user have selected the 
keywords, they need to click on submit button and the result will be displayed (see 
Figure 9). 
Figure 9: Search result. 
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Figure 10: Tutorial 
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Figure 10: above shows the tutorial provided to the users. The users can choose 










FiFigurell: Example of multiple choice questions in quiz. 
After users have done reading the tutorial, they might want to take the quiz to 
test their knowledge. The quiz is developed using JavaScript. User could perform 
online exercise by clicking on the quiz menu. User have to click on the radio 
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button in order to choose the best answer for the question and click button 
"Submit" to proceed to the next question. The Figure below shows the alert to 
users if they choose the wrong answer. After answering the entire quiz, user can 
review all answers. They can see the suggestion of the right answers (see Figure 
12 & 13). 
iOftt 
Question 1 
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Figure 12: Example of quiz. 
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Figure 14: Forum. 
Figure 14 is the forum site for the web. The forum is developed using Simple 
Machines Forum (abbreviated as SMF), SMF is a freeware Internet forum 
script. The script is written in PHP and uses a MySQL database backend, 
although multi-database support is being developed for version 2.0. SMF Is 
developed by the Simple Machines development team. 
0--~- . '®ltll;,i~~~,~--=-- - ,;- ., X I p ~ 
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Figure 15: Download page. 
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Figure 15 above shows the download page of the system. Users can download 
Examples of Techneurship and e·commerce related files here. Most of the files 
are in a PDF format and Words. After the users click on the link, it will request 
users to save the files in their drives (see Figure 16). 
0 _-·. :®-~~~ ..... -;,_r-i.• X ,I 'p'., 
.. c~ eo.gle'c.;:· - r-.:· ~soi><iio· 
Figure 16: Download file. 
4.7.1 Database and File Specifications 
The database implemented in TechnoOnline is MySQL Database. The data 
like user registration data, download information and searching function data 
is stored in the database. Several file types are integrated within the 
application. Those types of file are: 
• MySQL table definition file (FRM). 
• MySQL MyiSAM table data file (MYD). 
• MySQL MyiSAM table data file (MYI). 
For images, the types of files include GIF and JPEG files. Besides, PDF, 
CSS, PHP, Flash and JavaScript files are also included in developed this site. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
To meet all the objectives of this system, a lot of effort must be put on. During 
this beginning phase, most of the activities are focus on understanding what e• 
commerce and technopreneurship is, how the e-commerce web sites looks like 
and some programming on database. 
Interactive Learning System forE-commerce, Technopreneurship is developed to 
become a potential and reliable solution to replace the existing traditional 
learning system. The system came into view there are problems within the 
existing system, such as time•consuming and also ineffective way of 
communicating. [11] The system is not developed without doing proper 
observation and analysis. 
Interactive Learning System for E-commerce, Technopreneurship provides an 
open source solution for users that think money is a big factor.[IO] Open Source 
Solution is a solution that can bring great alternative in comparison with other 
propriety solution. 
From the analysis that had been carried out, I can conclude that there is a demand 




With the advancement of latest technology, both in knowledge sharing and 
communication devices, perhaps in the near future, a new mechanism can be 
used for alerting purpose. 
Additionally, as an education website, it should have a special interface to 
control the content of the application, so that it will be interesting and ease. 
These special interface controls include live tutorial which is video conferencing 
and Artificial Intelligent (AI) technique for quiz. In this way, the user can also 
respond to the user's F AQs. All these enhancements not just will improve how 
the application works but relationship between the user and the application as 
well. 
Within the remaining time, it is a simple search engine has been developed. At 
the same time, the work on integrating the web site will be continued. This is to 
ensure that when the user search for the item from the search engine the object 
will be displayed. 
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Appendix B: Definition page screen shot 
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Appendix C: index.pbp 
<meta bttp-equiv=<:::ontent-Type content="textlhtml; charset=IS0-8859-1 "> 
<illLE>Technopreneurship Online<ffiTLE> 















{ color: #COCOCO; font-weightbold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weigbt:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{color: #358391; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #358391; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
<script language="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript" src='java/javascript.js"></script> 
<S(;RJPT TYPIO~"t~J!l!jav!!'\omPt" LANO\JAO!J~"J&voSeript" SR(;~')PV!Iib!!'\~js'></SQUI'T> 
<script language=" JavaScript" src="java/tabel.js" type="text/javascript"></script> 
















































.style4 {font-family: Tahoma) 
.styleS {color: #OOOOFF) 
--> 
</style><head> 




a.one:link {color: #000000; text-decoration: none} 
a.Oiie:visited {Color: #0066ff; teXt-decoration: none} 
a.tnit:ihOver {Co lUi: #000099; text-dt:Corillitni uridertirit:} 
.stylel2 { 
font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 





font-family:_ Ariai, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: II px; 
font-weight: bold; 
color: #FFFFFF; 
.Stylt:28 {furit-fiuri.ilyi Ariid, HeiWtiCH, SariS-Serif; ftnit-Sizei l2Pxi } 
.style35 {font-size: lOpx; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #828282;} 
.style36 { 
font-size: 1 Opx; 




.~tyf~38 {fon.~-si~: lOp,;;; font-fitmily: V~r!f<m~ Arial; H~lv~ti~ S<!D:;~s~rif; ®lor: #000080; font~wt~i@r ~old;} 
/*Example CSS for the two demo scrollers*/ 
#pscroller 1 { 





border: Opx solid grey; 
padding: Spx; 
batkgrolmd: tid(bg latest h.bmp); 





/*Example message arrays for the two demo scrolJers*/ 
var paitSecOntent=new Arta)'O 
pauseeontent[O]='<a href=!'definition.php">Teehnopreneurship</a> <br !>Teehnopreneurship is entrepreneurship applied 
to technology industry.' 
pausecontent[I]='<a hreF"defmition.php">ICT market</a> <br />The ICT market in Malaysia is small. In order to 
further develop a pool of technopreneurs and to develop local ICT expertise, there is a need to increase the number of 
internet users in Malaysia.' 
pausecontent[2]='<a href-="definition.php">Technopreneur</a> <br />Technopreneur need to be more 




*Pausing up-down scroller- ©Dynamic Drive (www.dynamicdrive.com) 
* This notice MUST stay intact for legal use 
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*Visit httpJ/www.dynamicdrive.com/ for this script and IOOs more. 
***********************************************! 
function pausescroller(content, divld, divCiass, delay){ 
this.content=content //message array content 
this.tickerid=divld /liD of ticker div to display information 
i:his.delay=delay ~~~lay between IJ.Isg.chang~, in miliseconds. . . . 
this.mouseoverBoi=O //Boolean to indicate whether mouse is currently over scroller (and pause it if it is) 
this.hiddendivpointer=l//index of message array for hidden div 
document.write('<div id="'+divld+"' class="'+divCiass+"' style="position: relative; overflow: hidden"><div 
Class="iiirietDiV" scyle="pbsitioii: absdltite; Width: 1000/o" id="'+divld+'l">'+cOiitertt[OJt'</div><div Class=''iiiiierDiV" 
StyiF".POSitimi; itbSHiute; width: 100%; viSi6ility: hidderi" id='!'+divld+!2!':>'+e0riteiitfl]+'</div></div>') 
var scrollerinstance=this 
if (window.addEventListener) //run on load in DOM2 browsers 
window.addEventListener("load", functionQ{scrollerinstance.initialize()}_, false) 
else if (window.attachEvent) //run onload in IE5.5+ 
window .attachEvent("onload", function() { scrollerinstance. initialize()}) 
else if (document.getEiementByld) 1/iflegacy OOM browsers, just start scroller after 0.5 sec 
set Timeout( function() { scrollerinstance. initialize{)}, 500) 
} 
II ------------------------------------------------
11 initialize()· Initialize scroller method. 






this. visibledivtop=parselnt(pausescroller.getCSSpadding(this. tickerdiv)) 
//set width of inner DIVs to outer DIV's width minus padding (padding assumed to be top padding x 2) 
this. visiblediv ._style~ wi dth9his.hiddendiv .sty 1e. width=ihis. tickerdiv. offsetWidi:h~(this. visibledivtop*i)+ "px" 
this.getinline(this. visibiediv, this.hiddendiv) 
this.hiddendiv .style.visibility="visible" 
var scrollerinstance=this 
doclilrtent.getEtementByld( thiS.tickerid).omnouseovei=functiortQ { sctoUerirtstance.mouseoverBol= 1 } 
eocument.getEiemenmyid( thiS.tit:kerid).anmooseout=furiCtiOn(){ screnennstmee.mau~e&verBoi=O} 
if (window.attachEvent) //Clean up loose references in IE 
window .attachEvent("onunload" ~ 
function() { scrollerinstance.tickerdiv .onmouseover=scrolterinstance.tickerdiv .onmouseout=nuliJ) 
setTimeout(functionO { scrollerinstance.animateup()}, this.delay) 
} 
II ---------------------------------------------------





this. visiblediv .style. top=parselnt(this. visiblediv .style. top)-5+"px" 
i:his.hiddendi.v.sty_ie:i:op=p~eint(ihis.hiddendiv.scyle.iop)-5-i--"px'; 









1/ swapdivs()- Swap between which is the visible and which is the hidden div 
II ----------------------------------------------------------





pausescroller .prototype.getinline=function( div I , div2){ 
div l.style. top=this. visibledivtop+"px" 
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div2.style.top=Math.max( div l.parentNode.offsetHeight, div l.offsetHeight)+"px" 
} 
II -----------------------------------------------------
// setmessageO- Populate the hldden div with the next message before it's visible 
I I -----------------------------------------------------
pausescrolier. prototype.setmessage=iunction() { 
var scroUerinstance=this 
if (this.mouseoverBol= 1) //if mouse is currently over scoller, do nothing (pause it) 




this.hiddendivpointer=(i+l>ceiling-1)? 0: i+l 




pausescroller.getCSSpadding=function(tickerobj){ //get CSS padding value, if any 
if (tickerobj.currentStyle) 
return tickerobj.currentStyle["paddingTop"] 
else if (window.getComputedStyle) //if00M2 





<script language=o" J avaScript" type=o"text/ JavaScript"> 
<!--
function MM_preloadlmages() { //v3.0 
l 
var d=<locument; if( d.images){ if(!d.MM _p) d.MM _p=new Array(); 
var ij=d.MM_p.length,a=MM_preloadlmages.argnments; for(i=O; i<alength; i++) 




<BODY background="imglbg.gif' bgcolor="#202020" topmargin="O" lefunargin="O"> 
<div id="Layer3"><img src="images/header _girl.gif' width=" 158" height="167"></div> 
<div id="Layer4"><img sre="images/title_explore.gi-r width="l85" beight="20"></div> 
<eenter Style=11Iriitrgiri-bOtteni l.Oeffi1!> 
<table bgcolor="#202020'' width="776" height=" I 00%" border-"0" ceUspacing="O" ceUpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="3" bgcolor-"#FFFFFF"></td> 
<td width="770 .. valign~"top .. > 
<table bgcolor-"#202020" width="770" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="On> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" align="right" valign="middle">&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="132" align="Jeft" valign="middle" background="images/header_bg.gif'><div align="left"><img 
src="img/pixel.gif'' _border-1'0" width="l5" heighi="l "><idiv> 
<div align="leit"><br> 




<td height=" 1 0" background="imagesfbody _ background.gif'></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" align=:"left" valign:::"middle" background'='"imageslbody _ background.gif'' bgcolor="#OF363F"Ximg 






{ (isResizable )?'resizable' :"} ~ 
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status" class="stylell" 
onclmailk="return createT arget( this);"> Tutorial</a><a 
hre:F"#"></a> I <a hre:F"quiz.php">Quizes </a>l <a hre:F"#"></a><a href="smf/index.php">Forum </a>l <a 
href="download.php">Download</a> I <a hreF"logout.php">Logout </a></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor="#464646i• width="/70" helght="J50" border="O;, ceiispadng=-;;0,; ceiipadding:"0"> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgco1ot="#202020" align="left" valign="top"> 
<hilile widih=11222'! 60rder="Q!! i:ellSp<teinif""O" eeJJpitddiri!F"O'' bgOOI6i="#202020"> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" valign=middle><div align="left">&nbsp; Members Login </div></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" height=3 bgcolot="#:ffffff''></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td h~ight="24" wiQth~"Z22" valign-'lliddle pnMuu~<PveF"javascript:must(!hi~,'#OOWl9')" 
onMouseOut='Javascript:taust(this, '#202020')"><div align=" center"> 
<p> 
<?php 
//if no cookie is set then display the fonn 
ij\!isset($ _ COOKIE["tlti~ _ CPPkie"])}{ 
echo" <form action=\"validate~user.php\" rnethod=\"post\" narne=\"form2\"\">\n"; 
echo" <table bordet=\"0\" width=\"163\" id=\"tablel\" cellspacing:\"0\" cellpadding=-\"4\">\n"; 
echo" <tr>\n"; 
echo" <td width=\"143\"><b>Usernarne:</b>\n"; 
echo" </tr>\n"; 
echo " <tr>\n"· 
echo " <td wid~=\"144\" valign=\''top\"Xinput narne=\"usemame\" type=\"text\" id=\"usemame\'1 size=\"15\"/>\n"~ 
























<td height=\"26V' colspan=\"2\" valign=\"top\">\n''; 
<p>\n"; 











<p><strong>New user? </strong><a href="reg.php" onMouseOveF"retum overlay(this, 'subcontent', 
'rightbottom')" onMouseOut="over1ayclose('subcontent'); return false">Sign Up</a> </p> 
<14iv> 





<td width="222" height=2 bgcolot="#:ffl:'ffr'></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td height=;,24" width=;;iii~ valign=micidie> &nbsp; Detlnition<ftd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" height=3 bgcOlor="#ffffff''> </tr> 
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<tr> 




//new pausescroJler(name _ oC message_ array, CSS _JD, CSS _classname, pause _in_ mi1iseconds) 
new pausescroUer(pausecontent, "pscrollerl ", "someclass", 3000) 
docwnent. write('"') 




<td width="222" height=3 bgcolor="#ffffff''></td> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" >&nbsp~ Rate This Site</td> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
<td width::o"222" height=3 bgcolor="#fffiff"'X/td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" valign=middle onMouse0ver="javascript:taust(this,'#006699')" 
onMousebut=;'javascript:taust(this,'#20i020')"><div align="center"></div> 
<table border="O" width="lOOO/o" id="table4" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="5"> 
<form action="<?php $PHP _SELF ?>" method="post" name="forml'' id="forml "> 
<tr> 
<td ><diV atigii~"left"><span Clilss~"St)rle9 styld "><fOftt siie-="2" f3CF"Vcidaiili, Aiial, HelVetiCa, Saris-





<span class="stylel "> 
<input type="radio" name="a" value="a" /> 
<strong><font size="2" faee="Verdana; AriaJ, Helvetica; sans-serif'>A</font></strong><font size="2" 
face="Verdana, AriaJ, Helvetica, sans-serif'? Excellent <br /> 
<input type="radio" name=" a" value="b" /> 
<strong>B.</strong> Good <br I> 
<input type="radio" name="a" value="c" /> 
<strong>C. </strong> Poor</font></span><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height=" 40"><div_ align="center"> 
<table width="98%" border="O" ceiipaddlng=';O;; celispadng=1101;> 
<tr> 
<ltd> 
<td height="30"><div aJign="center"> 
<inputtype="submit" name="Submit" value="Vote" /> 
<a hieF"VOte.-pbj)" targeF"fOObiii:Width=350~ 






{ (isResiiabte)?'tesizable' :"}, 
status" class="stylell" 
onclick="retum createTarget(this);">Statistics</a><ldiv> 
<DIV id="subcontent" style="position:absolute; border: 4px solid red; background-color: white; width: l20px; 













<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" align="right" valign="top"></td> 
<td width="IO" align="left" valign="top"><img src="img/shadowl.gif' border="O" width=" tO" height="32"></td> 
<td width="525" align="left" valign="top"><p><img src="imglshadowl.gif' border="O" width="525" height="32"> 
<form name="form2" method="post" action="searesult.php" > 
<p><span class="style2">Type the keyword(s) in the box below then press <B>Enter</B> or click the Submit button. 
</span></p> . . . . .. . . . .. . 
<table width="l04%" border="O" align=" center"> 
<tr> 
<td width="37%"><input type="seaword" name="seaword" maxlength="l2"> 






<input type="submit" name="butang" value="SUBMIT"> 








<p align=']ustity">Don't forgot to check <a href-=11index.php">Techno Online</a> every day, because we add at 
least one topic daily.</p> 
<p align="justity"><img src="images/picture_l.gif' width="71" height="l22" alt="Woman reading a book" 
class="left" />To 4eve1()p int~~ac_!j_ve learn~g t~ls for e-cmnmerce, _ technop~ne~hip. <lp> _ 
<p align='~ustify">Cnhance by the use of interactive multimedia, learning management systems fur 
delivering instruction and tracking Ieamer results and other key training related data. Interactive learning is about a new 
blend of resources, interactivity, performance support and structured learning activities. The main concern is to study 
systems that already exist. Besides the designing, part of the system was also build up based on integrating_ existing 
setuliOri.<it hreF!!fittpJ/www.rreewe&Sitetentphttes.eem!•>reoo mare<Ja><:tp> 
</p> 
<h2 align='~ustify"><span class="style2"><strong>Web-Based E-Leaming Environments</strong></span> <lh2> 
<p align='~ustify"> There are a variety of technologies and products that fall under the category of web based 
e;leaming. This section will flfSt discuss the learning theories and instructional design techniques that serve as the basis 
for e-leaming. It will then describe the different categories of e-leaming and describe the Web-based tools for creating 
and delivering an e-leaming experience. </p> 
<p align=']ustity">If you're having problems please don't hesitate to ask 
for h~lp on the. <4 1INF"5itnf!imt~x;php">fqrwn</a>;</p> 
<p><br> 
</p></td> 
<td width=" tO" align="left" valign="top"><img src="imglshadowl.gif' border="O" width="IO" height="32"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor="#464646" width="770" height="32" border="O" cellspacing="O" cel1padding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgcolor="#20202011 align="left" valign="top"></td> 
<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" align="right11 valign="top"></td> 
<td widtlF"lO" align="left" valign="top"><img src="img/shadow2.gif' border="O" width="lO" height="32"></td> 
<td width="5?5" align="left" valign="top"><img src="img/shadow2.gif' border="O" width="525" height="32"><ftd> 
<td width=" tO" align="left" valign="top''Ximg src="img/sbadow2.gif' border="O" width="IO" height="32"></td> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<table bgoolot="#202020" Width="770" bordet="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<td height="32" width="30" align="left" valign="middle" background="imageslbody_background.gif'><img 
src="irnglpixel.gif' border="O" width="5" height=" 1 "><ltd> 
<td height="32" width="740" align="right" valign="middle" background="images/body_background.gif'>&copy; 


































Appendix D: download.php 
<meta http-equi~ontent-Type content="text/html~ charset=IS0-8859-1 "> 
<lTILE>Technopreneurship Online<!fiTLE> 








{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight: bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; J 
{color: #358391; funt-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{color: #358391; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 








<script language="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript" src=''java/javascript.js"></script> 
<S~IWT TYP~="l~x;t/jfJ.vw>~;:ript" LANQUAGE="J~wQS~pl" SR,C="java/bf!'iE,~js"></S(:R,IPT> 
<script language="JavaScript" src="java/tabel.js" type="text/javascript"></script> 





























width: 1 04px; 
















.style4 {font-family: Tahoma} 
.styleS {color: #OOOOFF} 













a.one:link {color: #000000; text-decoration: none} 
aone:visited {color: #0066ff; text-decoration: none} 
a.one:hover {color: #000099; text-decoration: underline} 
.stylel2 { 
funt-fiunily: Verdana, Arial, Helveti~ sans-serif; 





fOilt-fainily: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
fOrit-size: 11 px; 
font-weight: bold; 
color: #FFFFFF; 
.style28 { funt;family: Arial, Helvetica, sans~serif; funt;;size: 12px; } 
.style35 {font-size: lOpx; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #828282;} 
.style36 { 
font-size: lOpx; 




.style38 {font-size: IOpx; font~family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans~serif; color: #000080; font-weight: bold;} 
/*Example CSS for the two demo scrollers*/ 
#pscrollerl { . . . _ _ __ 
funt-fiunily: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif, 
font-size: II px; 
color: #828282; 
Width: 222px; 
heigh!, 1 oov•: 
border: Opx solid grey; 
padding: Spx; 
background: url(bg latest h.bmp ); 





/*Example message arrays for the two demo scrollers*/ 
var pausecontent=new ArtayQ 
Pitusti:6titeftt[O]='<it hft:F'!defiRiti6ti.pliP"> Te<:fuiepreneurSliif}</it> <bf f> T eefuiepreneurShip iS entrepreneurship ajtpiitid 
to technology industry.' 
pausecontent[l ]='<a href-::"definition.php">ICT market</ a> <br />The ICT market in Malaysia is smalL In order to 
further develop a pool oftecbnopreneurs and to develop local ICT expertise, there is a need to increase the number of 
internet users in Malaysia.' 
pausecontenti2J='<a hreF"definition.php"> Technopreneur</a> <br />Technopreneur need to be more 





*Pausing up·down scroller- ©Dynamic Drive (www.dynamicdrive.com) 
* This notice MUST siay intact for legai use 
* "Visit http://www.dynamicdrive.com/ for this script and lOOs more. 
***********************************************/ 
functitm pausescroUet(content, divld, divCiass, delay){ 
thiS.t.~Rkrit=OOriterit J/riiessage array ~'Uritent 
this.tickerid=divld /liD ofticker div to display infonnation 
this.delay=delay //Delay between msg change, in miliseconds. 
this.mouseoverBol=O //Boolean to indicate whether mouse is currently over scroller (and pause it if it is) 
this.hiddendivpointer=ll/index of message array for hidden div 
document.writeC<div id="'+divld+'" class="'+divCiass+"' style="position: relative; overflow: hidden"><div 
class="innerDiv" style="position: absolute; width: 100%" id='"+divld+'l ">'+content[O]+'</div><div class="innerDiv" 
style="position: absolute; width: I 000/o; visibility: hidden" id="'+divld+'2">'+content[I ]+'</div></div>') 
vw s~ll~rt~t®~~i& 
if(window.addEventListener) //run onload in OOM2 browsers 
window .addEventListener(''load", functionO { scrollerinstance.initialize()}, false) 
else if (window.attachEvent) //run onload in IE5.5+ 
window.attachEvent("onload", fimctionO{scrollerinstance.initializeQ}) 
else if (documentgetElementByld) /!if legacy DOM browsers, just start scroller after 0.5 sec 
set Timeout( functionO { scrollerinstance.initialize()}, 500) 
J 
ti -----------------------------------------
1! initialize()- Initialize scroller method. 
//-Get div objects, set initial positions, start up down animation 
II -----------------------------------------------------------
pausescroller .prototype.initialize=functionO { 
this.tickerdiv=document.getEiementByld(this.tickerid) 
this. visiblediv=document.getElementByld( this. tickerid+"I") 
tbis.hiddendiv=document.getE1ementByld(this.tickerid+"2'') 
this. visibledivtop=parselnt(pausescroller .getCSSpadding( this.tickerdiv)) 
//set width of inner DIVs to outer DIV's width minus padding (padding assumed to be top padding x 2) 
this. visiblediv .style. width=this.hiddendiv .style. width=this.tickerdiv .offsetWidth-(this. visibledivtop*2 )+"px" 
thi~,~~iiJlj~~(tiJ.j~. visifll~c;fjv; thi_s,hi!i!f~niDv) 
this.hiddendiv .style. visibility="visible" 
var scrollerinstance=this 
document.getEiementByld( this.tickerid).onmouseover=functionO { scrollerinstance.mouseoverBol= I } 
document.getEiementByld(this.tickerid).onmouseout=fi.mctionO { scrollerinstance.mouseoverBol=O} 
if(window.attachEvent) //Clean up loose references in IE 
window.attachEvent("onunload", 
fimctionQ { scrollerinstance. tickerdiv .onmouseover=scroUerinstance. tickerdiv .onmouseout=null}) 
set Timeout( fimctionO { scrollerinstance.animateupO}, this.delay) 
} 
11 




if (pm:s~Int(this.hiddendiv .style. top)>( this. yis_iblediviop+5) ){ 
this. visiblediv .style. top=parsefn.t(this. visiblediv .style. top )-5+"px" 
this.hiddendiv .style.top=parselnt(this.hiddend.iv .style.top )-S+"px .. 
setTimeout(function(){ scrollerinstance.animateup()}, 50) 
) 
dse{ 
this.getinJine(this.hiddendiv, this. visiblediv) 
this.swapdivsO 












pausesc~oller .prototype.get~nline=function( div i, div2) { 
divl.style.top=this.visibledivtop+"px" 
div2.style.top=Math.max( div l. parentNode.offsetHeight, div l.offsetHeight)+"px" 
} 
II ---------------------------------------------------------
// setmessage{)- Populate the hidden div with the next message before it's visible 
11-----------------------------------------------
pausescroller .prototype.setmessage"':function() { 
var scrollerinstance=this 
if (this.mouseoverBol=l) //if mouse is currently over scoller, do nothing (pause it) 









pauSci:SCi-Oih~i.getCSSpilddiri!FfwietiUri(tiekerobj){ //get css p~clirig villue, if iniy 
if (tickerobj.currentStyle) 
return tickerobj.currentStyle["paddingTop"] 
else if(window.getComputedStyle) 1/ifOOMl 





<script language=" JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript"> 
<!--
function MM _preloadlmages() { l/v3.0 
vard"'<locument; if(d.images){ if(!d.MM_p) d.MM__jAlew Array(); 
} 
var ij=d.MM_p.length,a=MM_preloadlmages.arguments; for(i=O; i<alength; i++) 




<BODY background="imglbg.gif' bgcolor-"#202020" topmargin="O" leftmargin="O"> 
<div id="Layer3"><img src="imageslheader _girlgif' width=" I 58" height="167"></div> 
<div id="Layer4"><iing src="images/title_exptore.gif' width=" ISS" height="20"></div> 
<center style=!!margin-boriom; 1.0em"> 
<table bgcolor-"#202020" width="776" height=" J 00%." border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"></td> 
<td width=""770" valign~"top"~ 
<table bgcolor="#202020" width="770" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" align="right" valign="middle">&nbsp;</td> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
<td height="132" align=" left,. valign="middle" background=" images/header_ bg.gif'><div a1ign="left"><irng 
src="imglpixel.gif' _border="O" width=" 15" height=" I "><1div> 
<div atign="left"><br> 








<td height= .. 32" align=" left .. valign= .. middle" background= .. images/body_ background.gif' bgcolor= .. #OF363F .. ><img 






{ (isResizabte )'f'reslzable' :;; } , 
status" class=" style ll" 
onclmailk="retum createTarget(this);">Tutorial</a><a 
href.="#">-<la> 1 <a href-:::"quiz.php">Qtdzes </a>l <a href-="#"></a><a href-:::"Siilf7irtdex.php">Foi1iili </a>l <a 
hreF="d6wiiiOad._php">DOwnlOitd<Jit> I <it hreF"ltlgOut.PhP">LOgOut </it><ftd> 
<1tr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor="#464646" width==:"770" heigh~"350" border=nO" cellspacin~"O" cellpadding='"O">. 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgcolor="#202020" align="left" valign="top"> 
<table width="222" border="O" ceHspacing="O" ce11padding="O" bgcolor="#202020"> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" valign=middle><div align="left">&nbsp; Members Login </div></td> 
<1tr> 
<tr> 
<td w:ld.th=;;222•i height=3 bgcoior="#itffif"><ltd> 
<1tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" Width="222" Valigrt=itliddle OriMOiJSCOVet=" javascript:tati.St( thiS, '#006699')" 
OtiMOuSeGut=''j8vHSCripi:t8uSt(thiS, '#202020')">-<div itligri=" center"> 
<j)> 
<?php 
//if no cookie is set then display the form 
if(! issei($_ COOKIE["this _cookie"])){ 
echo" <form action=\"validate_user.php\" method=\"post\" name=\"form2\"\">\n"; 
echo" <table border=\"0\" width=\ .. 163\" id=\"tablel\'' cellspacing=\ .. 0\" cellpadding=\"4\">\n"; 
echo" <tr>\n"; 
echo" <td width=\"143\"><b>Usemame:</b>\n"; 
echo " </tr>\n"; 
echo " <tr>\n"· 
echo " <td_wid~=\" 144\" valign=\"top\"Xinput name=\';usemame\" type=\"textV' id=\"usemame\" size=\" 15\"/>\n>~; 
echo ;, <ltd>\n"; 
















echo" <td height=\"26\" colspan=\"2\" valign=\"top\">\n"; 
echo" <p>\n"; 
echo" <input name=\"Submit\" type=\"submit\" vaJue=\"LOGIN\" />\n"; 
echo " </p>\n"; 
echo " <ltd>\n"; 
echo" </tr>\n"· 
echo ;; <ttabie>u;_';; 
echo " </fonn>''; 
else{ 




<p><strong>New user? </strong><a href= .. reg.php" onMouseOver="retum overlay(this, 'subcontent', 
'rightbottom')" onMouseOut="overlayclose('subcontent'); return faJse">Sign Up</a> </p> 
</div> 






<td width="222" height=2 bgcolor="#tiffff''></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" valign=middle> &nbsp; Definition</td> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
<td width=i•:i.i::ii• height=3 bgcoior=ii#ftffffi'> </tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width="222" valign=middle onMouseOver="javascript:taust(this, '#006699')" 
onMouseOut~'javascript:taust( this, '#202020')"> 
<script tYJlO="text/javascript"> 
//new pausescroUer(name_ of_ message_ array, CSS _ID, CSS _ classname, pause_ in_ miliseconds) 
new pausescroller(pausecontent, "pscrollerl ", "someclass", 3000) 
document. write("") 




<td width="222" height=3 bgcolor="#ftl'fff'></td>-
<Jtr> 
<lr> 
<td height="24" width="222" >&nbsp; Rate This Site</td> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
-;::td width="222" height=3 bgcolor="#ffffff''Xitd> 
<Jtr> 
<tr> 
<td heighl:="24" width="222" valign=middle onMouseOver=']_avascript:taust(this, '#006699')" 
onMouseOut="javascript:taust(this,'#202020')"><div aiign='1center"><ldiv> 
<table border="O" width="IOOO/o" id="table4" ceUspacing="O" cellpadding="S"> 
<form action="<?php $PHP _SELF ?>" method=" post" name="fonnl" id="forml "> 
<tr> 
<td ><diV atign="tefl"><span ClaSs="St)ile9 stylet "><fOOt siZF"2" race="Vciiliiila, Aihil, HelVetica, sans-





<span class="stylel "> 
<input type="radio" name="a" value="a" I> 
<strong><font size="2" face="Verdana; Aria!, Helvetica, sans-seri:F>A</font></strong><font size="2" 
face="Verdana, Aria!, Helvetica, sans-serif'> Excellent <;:br I? 
<input type="radio" name="a" value= .. b" I> 
<strong>B.</strong> Good <br /> 
<input type="radio" name="a" value="c" /> 
<strong>C. </strong> Poor</font></span></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="40"~iv aJign="ce:nter"> 
<table width=1198%" border="O" cellpadding=ii(i' ceiispacing=;'O;,> 
<tr> 
<ltd> 
<td height="30"><div aligtF"center"> 








{ (isResizable)?'resii&tile': "}, 
status" class="stylell" 
onclick="retum createTarget(this);">Statistics</a></div> 
<DIV id="subcontent" style="position:absolute; border: 4px solid red; background-color: white; width: 120px; 










<td width="222" height=3 bgcolor="#flfHI''></td> 
</tr>. 
</table> <ltd> 
<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" align="right" valign="top"></td> 
<td width=" tO" align="left" valign="top"><img src="imglshadowl.gif' border="O" width=" tO" height="32"></td> 
<td Width="525,. aJign="Jeft" vruign=,.top"><p><hng: src="imglshadowl.gif' bordeF"O" width=,.525" height="32"> 








$id ~ $_ GET['id']; 
$queJY ~ "SELECT name, type, size, content FROM upload WHERE id ~ '$id'"; 
$result ~ mysql_ qu<l)'($quel)') or die(' Error, qu<l)' failed'); 
list($name, $type, $size, $content) = mysql_fetch ~ array($result); 








include ;J~brary~config .. php'; 
include 'library/opendb.php'; 
$quel)' ~"SELECT id, name FROM upload"; 
$result= mysql~ query($query) or die('Error, query failed'); 
if{mysql~num~rows($result) = 0) 




















<td width=" to" align="left" valign="top"><img src="imglshadowl.gif' border="O" width="lO" height="32"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<tabie bgcolor-"#464646'; w1dth="710;, hdght="ji" border=,;O;; ceitspadng=';O,. ceiipadding=•i(jR> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgcolor="#202020" align="left" valign="top"></td> 
<td Width="3,. bgct:ilot="#FFFFFF" align="tight" Vliligrt="top"></td> 
<td width=''10" aJign='!Jeft" valign="top"><img src="imglshadow2.gi:P' border='10'1 width="IO'' height="32"X/td> 
<td width="525" align="Jeft" vaJign="top"><img src="img/shadow2.gif' border="O" width="525" height="32"></td> 




<table bgcolor="#202020" width="770" border-"0" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" width="30" align="left" valign="middle" background="images/body_background.gif'><img 
src=;;imglpixel_.g_if' bord~"O"_ widih="5'' height:=" 1 "X/~d>_ 
<td height="32" width="740" align="right" valign="middle" background=" images/body_ background.gif'>&copy_; 








<div style="font-size: 0.8em; text-align: center; margin-top: I.Oem; margin-bottom: l.Oem;"></div> 
</body> 
<! 





















Appendix E: reg.php 
<meta http-equir-Content-Type content="textlhbnl; charset=IS0-8859-1 "> 
<TITLE>Technopreneurship Online<!friLE> 








{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight: bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{ color: #COCOCO; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 
{color: #358391; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; ) 
{ color: #358391; font-weight:bold; text-decoration: none; } 








<script language="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript" s«F"java/javascriptjs"></script> 
<S(;RIPT Typ~~"w~lfi!IV!!S!'fiPt" ~(JUNJE~"Jav!!&~ript" &R(;~"jovWl!!!S~js"><I&CRWT> 
<script language="JavaScript" src="javaftabeljs" type=''text/javascript"></script> 



























lef\:73 I px; 
top:38px; 
width:I04px; 
















.style4 {font-family: Tahoma} 
.styleS {color: #OOOOFF} 
--> 
</style><head> 




a.one:link {color: #000000~ text-decoration: none} 
a.one:visited {color: #0066ff; text-decoration: none} 
a.orieihOvei { eotoF. #000099; te"'t-deWriltimii uridt:rlirlt:} 
.stylel2 { 
font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 









.Style28 {furil-fiuiiilyi Aiiitl, Hetvd:ieit, SaDS-St:rif; fQrit-Sizt:: 12(ix; } 
.style35 {font-size: lOpx~ font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #828282;} 
.style36 { 
font-size: 1 Opx; 




;~cyi~J~ {f~mt-!i~; lOpx; fonH"mttlly: V~r4;m~ An~ H~.?lv(!Q§~; Sl\OS-!i~rif; ~\ll9r: #QQQQ!!Q; f~mt-wc;ight; ~IQ;} 
/*Example CSS for the two demo scrollers*/ 
#pscrollerl { 
font-family; Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 




border: Opx solid grey; 
padding: Spx; 
backgroilnd: utl(bg latest h.bmp); 





/*Example message arrays for the two demo scrollers*/ 
vat pauseoontent=rtew Array() 
pausecontent[O]='<a hreF="definition.php"> Teehnopreneurship</a> <br f;.Teehnopreneurship is entr-epreneurship appiieti 
to technology industry.' 
pausecontent[l]='<a hreF="definition.php">ICT market</a> <br />The ICT market in Malaysia is small. In order to 
further develop a pool oftechnopreneurs and to develop local ICT expertise. there is a need to increase the nwnber of 
internet users in Malaysia.' 
pausecontent[2)='<a href.="definition.pbp">Technopreneur</a> <br I> Technopreneur need to be more 




*Pausing up-down scroller- ©Dynamic Drive (www.dynamicdrive.com) 
* This notice MUST stay intact for legal use 
54 
* Visit httpi!www.dynamicdrive.com/ for this script and 1 OOs more. 
***********************************************/ 
function pausescroller(content, divld, divCiass, delay){ 
this.contenr--content //message array content 
this.tickerid=divld /liD of ticker div to display infonnation 
i:h!s.delay=delay /!Delay between ~g_change, in rniliseconds. 
this.mouseoverBol=O //8oolean to indicate whether mouse is currently over scroller (and pause it if it is) 
this.hiddendivpointer=l //index of message array for hidden div 
document.write('<div id='"+divld+"' class="'+divCiass+"' style="position: relative; overflow: hidden"><div 
Class="itiiietDiV" sty-le="positiOil: atisolute; width: I 000/ott id='"Ofdivld'F'l ">'+content{O)'F'</div><div claSs="innerDiV" 
Sty10="piJSitiOri: HbS:Uluh:; widlli: 100%; viSibility: hidderi" id="'+divld+!2'!>'+00ri.teiit[l]+'</div></div>t) 
var scrollerinstance=this 
if (window.addEventListener) //run onload in DOM2 browsers 
window .addEventListener(tttoad", function() { scrollerinstance.initializeO}, false) 
else if(window.attachEvent) //run onload in IE5.5+ 
window .attachEvent("onload", function() { scrollerinstance. initialize()}) 
else if (document.getElementByld) l/if1egacy DOM browsers, just start scroller after 0.5 sec 
set Timeout( function() { scrollerinstance.initialize()}, 500) 
) 
11-----------------------------
11 initialize()- Initialize scroller method. 
II -Get div objects, set initial positions, start up down animation 
II ---------------------------------------------
pausescroller .prototype.initialize--function(){ 
this. tickerdiv=document.getElementBy ld(this.tickerid) 
this.visiblediv=document.getEiementByld(this.tickerid+"l ") 
this.hiddendiv=documentgetEiementBy ld( this.tickerid+"2 ") 
this. visibledivtop=parselnt(pausescroller. getCSSpadding(this.tickerdiv)) 
//set width of inner DIVs to outer DTV's width minus padding (padding assumed to be top padding x 2) 
this.visiblediv.scyle,width~s.hi~eQ.div.style.widih=this.tickerdiv.offsetWidth-(tbis.visibledivtop*2)+npx" 
this.getinline(this.visiblediv~ this.hiddendiv) 
this.hiddendiv .style. visibility="visible" 
var scrollerinstance=this 
document.getEiernentByld( this.tickerid).oruiiouseovet=fu.iictiooQ{ sctolleriiistance.mouseovetBol= 1 } 
drJcument.getEtemenmyid(thiS.tiek.erid).Uririi&uSeOui=ftniCtiOriO{S:eronennstiuiee.meuseoveraet=O} 
if (window.attachEvent) //Clean up loose references in IE 
window .attachEvent("onunload". 
function() { scrollerinstance.tickerdiv .onmouseover=scrollerinstance. tickerdiv .onmouseout=null}) 
setTimeout(function() { scrollerinstance.animateup()}, this.detay) 
) 
II -----------------------------------
11 animateup()- Move the two inner divs of the scroller up and in sync 
II 
pausescroller.prototype. animateup----function() { 
var scrollerinstance=this 
if (parselnt(this.hiddendiv.style. top )>(this. visibledivtop+5)) { 
this. visiblediv .style. top=parselnt(this. visiblediv .style. top)-5+"px" 
this.hiddendiv .style. top=parselnt( this.hidd_endiv .style.top )-5+"px" 









/1 swapdivsO- Swap between which is the visible and which is the hidden div 
II -----------------------------------
pausescroller. prototype.swapdivs=function() { 




pausescroller. prototype. getinline=function( div 1, div2) { 
div l.style.top=this. visibledivtop+"px" 
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div2.style.top=Matb.max( div l.parentNode.offsetHeight, div 1.offsetHeight)+"px" 
l 
11--------------------




if (this.mouseoverBol=l) //if mouse is currently over scoller, do nothing (pause it) 









pausescroller.getCSSpadding=function(tickerobj){ //get CSS padding value, if any 
if (tickerobj.clliTontStyle) 
return tickerobj.currentStyle["padding Top"] 
else if (window.getComputedStyle) //if DOM2 





<script language==" JavaScript" type=="text/JavaScript"> 
<!--
function MM_preloadlmagesO { llv3.0 
var d=docmnent; if(d.images){ if(!d.MM_p) d.MM___FIIew Array(); 
l 
var ij=d.MM _pJength,a=MM _preloadlmages.arguments; for(i=O; i<alength; i++) 




<BODY background="imglbg.gif' bgcolor-"#202020" topmargin="O" leftmargin="O"> 
<div id="Layer3"><img src="imageslheader _girl.gif' width=" I 58" height=" 167"></div> 
<div id="Layer4"><img stc="images/title explote.gif' widtli="l85" height="20"></div> 
<eenter StyJF!'niiugiri-liOtttnii: t.oem"> -
<table bgcolor="#202020" width="776" height="lOO%" border="O" ceUspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"></td> 
<td width~"770" valign'='"top .. > 
<table bgcolor="#202020" width="770" border="O" ceUspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" align="right" valign="middle">&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td height=" 132" align="left" valign="middle" background="images!header _ bg.gif'><div align="left"><img 
src="i~glp.ixel.gif~ border="O'' width=" IS" heighi="1 "></div> 
<div align="left"><br> 




<td height=" 1 0" background="images/body _ backgroundgif'></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td height="32" align::="left" valign::="middle" backgroum:l="imageslbody_background.gif' bgcolo~"#OF363F"><img 










href="#"></a> I <a href="quiz.php">Quizes </a>l <a href="#"></a><a href="smf/index.pbp">Forum </a>j <a 
href="downJoad.pbp">Download</a> ! <a bref=:"logout.php">Logout </a></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor=;,#464646ii width="170" height="J50'· border=~O;; ceilspacing=;,O;; ceiipadding=;;O;,> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgcolor-"#202020" aHg:n="left" valign="top"> 
<labli: widtb='!222!' 60idi:r='!0!' cieiiSJ)ilCitig="O" cenp.tddirig=!!Q" bg0010i='!#202020"> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" wldth="222" valign=mlddle><div allgn="left">&nbsp; Members Login </div></td> 
</tr> 
<tr):: 
<td width~"222" heighF3 bgcoioF"#fftlf!"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td 1!~ighF"24" width~"m" vl!ligp91lid!lie ollMooseOveF'jovosoripl:taust(this,'#OOWl9')" 
onMouseOut='Javascript:taust(this,'#202020')"><div align=" center"> 
<p> 
<7php . . 
//if no cookie is set then display the form 
it\! isset($ _ COOKIE["this _cookie"])){ 
echo" <form action=\"validate_user.php\" method=\"post\" name=\"form2\"\">\n"; 
echo" <table border=\"0\" width=\"163\" id=\''tablel\" cellspacing=\"0\" ceUpadding=\"4\">\n"; 
echo " <tr>\n"; 
echo" <td width=\"143\"><b>Usemame:</b>\n"; 
echo" </tr>\n"; 
echo " <tr>\n"; 















<td valign=\"top\"><input narne=\"password\" type=\"password\" id=\"password\" size=\" IS\" />\n"; 
</td>\n"; 
</tr>\n"; 
echo " <tr>\n"; 
echo" <td height=\"26\" colspmF\"2\" valign=\"top\">\n"; 
echo" <p>\n"; 
echo " <input name=\"Submit\" type=\"submit\" value=\"LOGIN\" />\n"; 
echo " </p>\n"; 









<p><strong>New user? </strong><a href="reg.php" onMouseOver="retum overlay(this, 'subcontent', 
'rightbottom')" onMouseOut="overlayclose('subcontenn; return false">Sign Up</a> </p> 
</<flv> 





<td width="222" height=2 bgcolor=="#ffflff"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height=,;24" widtir"iri,; valign-111iddie> &nhsp; Deftnition<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td Width="222" height=3 bgcOIOr="#ffffif''> </tr> 
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<tr> 
<td height;="24" width="22_2" yaJi~-_middle onMouseOver="javascript:taust(this,'#006699~" 
onMouseOut="javascript:taust(this, '#202020')"> 
<script typF"text/javascript"> 
//ne:w pausescroller(name _of_ message_ array, CSS _JD, CSS _ classname, pause _in_miJiseconds) 
new pausescroller(pausecontent, ''pscrollerl ", "someclass", 3000) 
docwnent. write("") 




<ld width~"222" heigbt=3 bgcoloF"#flllll"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="24" width=11222" >&nbsp; Rate This Site</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<ttl width;:c"222" height=J bgcoiOE"#fffi'ff'></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height;="24" width="222_" valign=middle onMouseOver='Javascript:taust(this,'#006699')" 
onMouseOut="javascript:taust(this,'#2.o2020')"><div aiign=';center"></div> 
<table border="O" width="IOOO/o" id="table4" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="5"> 
<form action="<?php $PHP _SELF ?>" method=" post" name="forml" id="forrnl "> 
<tr> 
<td ><diV Wigfi="teft"><span CI3Ss~"Style9 St)'lel "><foilt siiF"2" taee="VciWiliti, Aiiill, HelVetiCa, Siilis-





<span class="stylel "> 
<Input type="mdio" name="a" vaJue="a" /> 
<strong><font size="2" faee="Verdana; Arial; Helvetica, sans-serif">A</font></strong><font size="2" 
face="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif'> Excellent <br I? 
<Input type="radio" name="a" value="b" /> 
<strong> B. </strong> Good <br t> 
<input type="radio" name="a" value="c"J> 
<strong>C. </strong> Poor<lfont></span></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td heisht="40":;.<div align="ce_nter"> 
<table width="98%" border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspadng="O"> 
<tr> 
<td height="30"><div align="center"> 












<DIV id="subcontent" style="position:absolute; border: 4px solid red; background-color: white; width: 120px; 













<td widtb="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" align="right" valign="top"><ltd> 
<td width="lO" align="left" valign="top"><irng src="irng/shadowl.gif' border="O'' width="lO" height="32"></td> 
<td width="525" align="left" valign="top"><p align="center"><img src="irng/shadowl.gif' border="O" width="525" 
heigbt="32"><br> 
SIGN UP HERE!! 
</div> 
<Jdiv> 
<div id="Layer5~ style="position:absolute; width:47lpx~ height:2l5px~ z-index:5; left: 493px; top: 272px;"> 
<table width="495" border=-"0" bordercolor-"#000000"> 
<tr> 
<td heiglit="209">-<div id="Layei"6" style="positiort:absbltite; width:474px; height:l99px; z-irtdex:6; top: 15px; 
li:ft S_I}x;"> 
<form name="forml" method="post" action=""> 
<?php 
if(isset($butang)){ 
if($butang = "Sigu up"){ 
Semr MySQL"); 
Pangkalan Data $db"); 








$link = mysql_ connect("localhost", "root") 
or die("Tak dapat sambung ke 
$samb ~ mysql_select_db($db) 
or die("Tak dapat sambung ke 
$query= "INSERT INTO signup (usemame, pass, 
VALUES 










$result= mysql_ query (" SELECT * FROM signup 
if ( $myrow ~ mysq!Jetch _ array($result) ){ 
$mail = $myrow['mail']; 
$ref="'user.php"'; 
echo"<meta http-equiv=refresh 













<table width="94%" border="O" aJign="center"> 
<tr> 
> 
<td width="29%" >Usemame: <ltd> 




<td >Password : <ltd> 





<td >Confinn Password :<ltd> 










<input type="submit" name="butang" value="Sign up" onClmailk="retum tester(this}"> 






<td width=" 1 0" align=" left" va1ign="top"><img sre"""img/shadow l.gif' border="O" width="lO" height="32"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor="#46464611 width="770" height="32" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="222" bgcoiOJ="#202020" align=''left" valign="top"></td> 
<td width="3" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" align="right" valign="top"></td> 
<td width=" tO" align="left" valign="top"><irng stc="irhglshadow2.gif" botdet="O" widtli="lO" lieight=-"32"></td> 
<td widlli='!525" Wigri="ldl" vitliiPt='!klp'!><irrig ;'Ji="itiig/Sliiu1&w2.gif' 66fdt:F"0" widlli="525" ht:ight="321'></td> 
<td widtb="JO" align="left" valign="top"><img src="imglshadow2.gif' border-="0" width="IO" height="32''></td> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<table bgcolor="#202020" width=n770" border="O" ceUspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td height=-"32" width="30" align="left" valign="middle" background="images/body~background.gif'><img 
$r~="imglpi:x~J.gif' bor<f.;F"Q" wi4th="~" b~ight="l "><ltd> 
<td height="32" width="740" align="right" valign="middle" backgrouncF="images/body ~ background.gif'>&copy; 








<div stytF'!fi:tRt-sae; o.sem; text-itligD.: center; rrnrrwn-top: t.oem; mHrgirt-bOtterii I.oem;"><tdiv·> 
</body> 
<1 
mysql_ connecWlocalhost", "root"); 
mysql_ select_ db (techdb ); 
















alert(\"Saved .. thanks for voting\"); 
</script>"; 
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Appendix F: Questionnaires 
USER ACCEPTANCE TEST 
The objective of this documentation is to provide the user with some guidelines 
in evaluating the system. Besides, this documentation will determine the 
effectiveness of this system in order to meet the requirement. 
Instruction: Please tick one for each inquiry. 
Please give some comments or recommendations at the end of this 
test if you want to. 
Section A:.· Effectiveness of the Application 
No. Inquiry Yes Average 
1 Have you ever tried this kind of system 
before? 
2 Is the system easy to use or user friendly? 







Is the background color of the screen 
appropriate and look pleasing to your 
eyes? 
Is the screen consistent or standard? 
Is the screen spacing look crowded? 
Do you think the font type and color 
is appropriate? 
Is the size or font appropriate and 
easy for you to read? 
Is the Images presented in the 
application appropriate? 
bo you think that the overall 






Section C: Navigatipn I 
Subject Inquiry Yes Average No 
Flow Do you understand the system 
flow? 
Link Are you familiar with the style of 
links in this system? 
Button Do you know the exact function of 
buttons in this system? 
Menu Is the menu is appropriate and 
familiar to you? 
Comment or I and Recommendation: 
Thank you for your time and cooperation. 
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